How Instant-Setting Cold Fluid Applied Waterproofing Systems Solve Problems
Henry Company AIA Accredited Continuing Education Presentation

Course description
This course will teach about Cold Fluid Applied Waterproofing systems, which use an instant setting membrane. By instructing about their technical advances, how to install these systems, and the advantages of full technical support, you will understand their practical and technical benefits over conventional waterproofing options. You will learn how to utilize these types of waterproofing systems, to solve PMR, Plaza Deck, IRMA and Green Roof performance challenges.

Enjoy an engaged discussion, find out which system is right for your project, and ask project specific questions in the comfort of your office!

Learning objectives
- Recognize the system build up, and technical characteristics of each component
- Understand how the components are installed
- Learn how full service technical support benefits all parties
- Review a protected membrane roof project and identify the application and performance advantages

This presentation is a one-hour discussion and qualifies for continuing education credit as recognized by the American Institute of Architects as follows:

Learning unit(s): 1 LU/HSW Provider number: J557 Program number: GER8

Henry® Company is a proud member of the American Institute of Architects and offers a variety of accredited continuing education seminars. To schedule a presentation, contact your local Henry® representative or visit the Henry® Company website at www.us.henry.com/resources/ceu-learning-units.